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Learning Outcomes
LO1 - Articulate institutional rationale for adopting data-driven
course designs
LO2 - Identify key stakeholders for designing a data-driven curricular
redesign model 
LO3 - Discover institutional data sources or data gaps needed to assess equitable 
learning by student subgroups 
LO4 - Explore methods of empowering wide-reaching data streams to inform
course enhancements 

Attendees will leave with guidance about the importance of cross-team 
collaboration, reporting, and visualization techniques for achieving this 
goal at their colleges and universities. 



Why Data Are Important
“It is impossible to redesign students to fit into a system, but we can re-design a system for 
students. This can be the difference between success or failure for our students that need the 
promise of higher education the most.” (Joseph South, 2017, Office of Ed Tech, US DOE)

“You canʼt manage what you donʼt measure.” - commonly attributed to Peter Drucker

"The future of higher education will reward those institutions who utilize data-informed practices 
as the basis for strategic and operational decisions. There is an opportunity to question 
everything and re-evaluate our practices through a new lens and unlearn ways that no longer 
serve our students or institutions. Disaggregating and democratizing data, for example, may 
reveal hidden biases leading faculty to a reconsideration of approaches to achieve greater equity 
and student success in the classroom." 
- Christina Royal, Holyoke Community College (MA) President 



Educational Model



Academic & Instructional Design Partnership 
Defining course/content performance 
(aggregated by course code over any specified time frame)
● Research questions

○ Is the content supporting student achievement?
○ Is the content supporting student engagement?
○ Are the questions and content well constructed against 

best practices?
● Correlation between content usage and student performance
● Consider sorting your data by filtering:

○ Course delivery model 
○ Course code

● View types
○ By week
○ By resource type (discussions, assignments, e.g.)
○ By assessments: final grade > assignments > discussions



DEI Lens 

2019-2020 Factbook. Prepared by Ashley Muraczewski, Director of Institutional Research & Effectiveness, Bay Path University 



Course Experience Stakeholders 





Registrar Partnership 



IR Partnership 



Advising Partnership 



IT Partnership

● Data analyst - building 
dashboards / exports 

● IT Director - investigating data 
sources 

● IT Help Desk - IT tickets/ 
tagging/escalating 





Data Sources 
Level I Data Sources 
● End-of-course evaluations 
● Final grades  and DFW rates; retention rates
● High impact courses, gateway courses

Level II Data Sources 
● Learning Management System (LMS) data 

○ Timeliness of submissions
○ Large number of messages in LMS

● IT tickets 
● Advising input

Level III Data Sources 
● Outputs from external vendors/applications 



Additional Considerations 
Create an information repository to reflect the 
data model
● Where will your data live? 
● How will you create a usable course-level 

output from various sources?

Design and customize reports to visually 
demonstrate KPI attainment
● How and where will you document 

curricular enhancements and the rationale 
so that you can gauge whether student 
learning is actually enhanced?



Continued Evolution at BPU
● Merger of ʻcontinuing edʼ and traditional residential model
● Two federal grants, Title III and FIPSE

○ Alignment of core with Mass Transfer agreement
○ Career-related course redesigns with required course elements

■ Career-related learning activity
■ Grading rubrics
■ Program or course-level assessment rubrics
■ Revised assignment using TILT methodology

○ Faculty Fellows 
■ What is your RQ?  What do you want to know about your courseʼs performance
■ Use of data
■ IDs will partner with IE Office
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